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Legislative Committee Report 

The Legislative Committee has been working to build a list of state contacts.  We have compared the 
committee’s personal knowledge to the membership list to develop a draft, see attached.  This has 
proven to be a challenge, but the committee is still working to fill in the gaps. 

This year, committee member Chad Clark sat in on the summer board meeting and got a bit more 
direction from the board which we have tried to implement.  It seems that the board is more interested 
in grass roots and state projects then the committee pursuing legislative duties, which seems fitting 
since WSWS already works with Lee Van Wyken for those services.  Current committee members have 
visited several times and it seems that this committee would be better fit to be changed to a state 
coordination team for on the ground projects or concerns.  This may be a recommendation to the 
Board. 

As chair of the legislative committee I listened to several conference calls and email conversations about 
legislative process and action in DC., most of which comments and letters were drafted by our advisor or 
WSSA. 

The Legislative Committee is trying to be active and develop this list but as per its current members still 
feel like the committee does not serve WSWS in the best capacity.  We would like more direction or a 
switch in direction. 

To date we have not found members name to propose to the board for inclusion into the committee 
and would be open to any suggestions from the board. 

 

Respectfully Submitted 

Julie Kraft, Chair 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Alaska
Alberta
Arizona John Brock HABITAT RESTORATION & INVASIVE PLANT MGMT john.brock@asu.edu 480-980-4802 PO BOX 25939 TEMPE, AZ 85285
British Columbia
California Dr. Dean Kelch dean.kelch@cdfa.ca.gov
Colorado Chad Clark LARIMER COUNTY WEED DISTRICT cclark@larimer.org 970-498-5768 PO BOX 1190 Fort Collins CO 80522
Hawaii Scott Enright hdoa.info@hawaii.gov
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota Kirk Howatt NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY kirk.howatt@ndsu.edu 701-231-7209 NDSU DEPT 7670 PO BOX 6050 Fargo, ND 58108
Oklahoma
Oregon Tim Butler timothy.v.butler@odot.state.or.us
Sakatewan
South Dakota Ron Moerhing
Utah
Washington Dr. Jim Marra pestprogram@agr.wa.gov
Wyoming Julie Kraft Sublette County Weed and Pest jewelyjoe@hotmail.com 307-777-6585
Kansas
Nebraska
Texas
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